How to extract slices on the MPC Live 1/2/X
New Sample to Pad
Treats only one slice. The command creates a new sample from the slice,
crops it if the box is ticked, and assigns it to the chosen pad in the chosen
program.

Assign Slice to Pad
Treats only one slice. As opposed to New Sample to Pad this command does
not create a new sample. Instead the new program refers to the slice in the
original sample using two different ways:
o Non-Destructive Slice: The target program refers to the slice number in the
source sample. If you change the position of the slice in the source sample,
the position in the target program will change as well.
o Pad Parameters: The target program does not refer to the slice number but
instead takes the start- and endpoints and refers to them. If you alter the slice
in the source sample the target program will not be affected.

New Program With New Samples
Treats all slices. Generates new samples for each slice and assigns them to
pads in a new drum program. The program-name will end on _ch, the new
samplenames end on SI-#.
If you don't check the Create Program-Option the samples will be placed in
memory but not assigned to a new program.
You can also generate a phrase from your slices by checking the Create
Events-Option.

New Drum Program Using Slices
Treats all slices. Does not create new samples but refers to the slices in the
sample of origin. Again, like Assign Slice to Pad, two referal modes are
available:
O Non-Destructive Slice: The target program refers to the slice numbers in
the source sample. If you change the slice-position in the source sample you
also change the slices in the new program.
O Pad Parameters: The target program referst to the start- and endpoint of
the slice in the source sample. You can change the slice in the source sample
without effecting the target program.

New Clip Program
Creates a new clip program from the slices. Useful for slicing songs and
remixing them.

Patched Phrase
Creates a patched phrase from the slices. A patched phrase is AKAIs
equivalent to Propellerheads REX-Format.
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